synopsis: set in modern day montréal "c'est moi" explores the collision of the past as it meets the present in the
forgotten story of marie-josèphe angélique, a figure of black canadian history in 18th century new france.

Her story; our history.

title...................................c’est moi
year of production..............2017
duration.............................8:50 mins
country of production........canada
genre..................................drama
shoot format......................hd
finish format......................dvd, h.264, bluray, dcp
aspect ratio.......................16:9
sound format......................stereo, dcp (5.1)
language............................french
subtitles............................english
principal cast
marie-josèphe angélique……jenny brizard
principal crew
film by………………………….howard j. davis
composed by…………………..howard j. davis
sound engineer……………….ethan rising
piano by…………………………paul moody

“C’est Moi is a poetic meditation on a fragment of neglected history.”
by CLIVE DAVIS (The London Times, Sunday Times)
“Any trace of history that we may not like has disappeared from our
collective consciousness...”
by KELLY BEDARD (My Entertainment World.ca)
"A reminder of the many forgotten incidences of racial injustices that
pepper Canada’s past..."
by PAULINE NESBITT (The Concordian)
"C’est Moi is the history lesson you never had..."
by PREMILA D'SA (Ryersonfolio)
"Unearthing an important story from Canadian history"
by NICK WAGERSKY (Hollywood North Magazine)
"Story of a Canadian Female Freedom Fighter told in new film"
by ByBlacks (ByBlacks)
If all Davis accomplishes is to get an audience to wonder about the links
between the past and the present, and how history is written and
unwritten by those in power, and how a miscarriage of justice based on
race can haunt for centuries, C'est Moi is an accomplishment. If it opens
a dialogue of outrage, it is a triumph.
by Drew Rowsome

"If you know the bigger story, the short film not only works better, but provides a beautiful visual blend of past and present...The short is strong enough to actually get viewers to seek
more information, leading to a bigger story that couldn’t possibly be contained within the short...C’est Moi is the beginning of a conversation that viewers will want, and should, have."
by Toronto Film Scene
"Howard J. Davis uses his film C'est Moi as an ethereal glimpse of a person swallowed by history's tendency to whitewash
and provide attention only for those it deems worthy…The majority of the film is dedicated to watching her, played by actor Jenny Brizard, glide through Montreal. The film then
incorporates a text-based description of her story, where the key points are highlighted by evocative imagery and music…C’est Moi attempts to take an objective look at a snapshot in
history, presenting the discovered facts and leaving interpretation up to the audience…As Canadians, we need to forgo the tendency not to confront the conflict that has happened in our
midst because it makes us uncomfortable, and instead face it”
by This Magazine
"The film is a poetic retelling of Angelique's history using music, spoken word, and visual film elements"
by AfroToronto
Une commémoration puissante et pure Le court-métrage s’ouvre avec une
magnifique séquence, où d’un plan à l’autre, la caméra fige les lieux du crime,
offrant une rétrospective nocturne des plus beaux monuments et places mythiques
du Vieux Montréal. Le spectateur plonge au cœur de cette histoire où le spectacle
est aussi la mise à mort de l’humanité et la célé-bration de l’atrocité. Mais la
violence n’est pas une forme qu’Howard J. Davis exploite dans son court-métrage.
C’est là justement la beauté de cette « expérimentation filmique ». En l’espace de 9
minutes, le réalisateur propose une fresque à la fois chimérique et poétique faisant
appel à la mémoire collective…
Si la réalisation et le jeu sont à saluer, la photo-graphie est excellente. Le travail des
contrastes de couleur, des plans rapprochés, des transitions et superpositions
donnent du sens à cet hymne à la liberté…
Howard J. Davis est le mage qui en un mouvement poétique fait fusionner passé et
présent. Son film est loin d’être une mise en accusation. Au contraire, le réalisateur
invite à la discussion.
“Le débat permet le dialogue. Les opinions l’étouffent”
Avec son film Howard J. Davis nous rappelle la valeur actuelle de cette histoire, «
notre histoire » et nous invite à avancer sans oublier. by AMINA Magazine

DIRECTOR STATEMENT:
On Friday, June 21, 1734 Marie-Josèphe Angélique, a black slave in New France (nowadays Montréal), was tried,
tortured and sentenced to death for burning down the city. Her story has been forgotten in history. Did she set the
fire? Or was she the scapegoat? a Joan of Arc in her own right, Marie-Josèphe Angélique was an emblem of resilience
against slavery in Canada and her story has exposed the underbelly of Canada’s dark secrets.
The subject for this film came from an exploration of my heritage. As a mixed race man and the "love child" of a huge
discourse in racial history, my curiosity started in studies of pre-colonial African history at Ryerson University.
Reading about the African Diaspora led me to Canada's involvement in the story of slavery. As a Canadian, it is
interesting to note how Canada's involvement with slavery appears to have disappeared from our collective
consciousness.
I believe it is important to have these discussions given our current climate on racial issues not only at home but
throughout the world. I also think it is important to be accountable for our actions and recognize all injustices of
our history as opposed to marginalizing and erasing it from our collective identity. how can we ever venture forward
to being more tolerant and accepting of one another unless we learn from history?
- HOWARD J. DAVIS
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Howard J. Davis is a diverse multi-disciplinary
entrepreneur of many artistic trades including
ﬁlmmaking, performing & visual arts. A graduate of
Ryerson Theatre School he has worked with
Canada’s Shaw Festival as an actor/designer,
Canadian Opera Company/National Arts Centre as
an assistant director, directing design intern at
the Grand Theatre; Black Theatre Workshop,
GCTC and Neptune Theatre as a designer, and
performed with Native Earth Performing Arts,
Cahoots Theatre, Paper Canoe Projects and
Factory Theatre. His work as a filmmaker
emphasizes history and how it can informs our
current socio-political climate.

He hopes to continue building a practice in telling
stories of his heritage, marginalized cultures not at
the forefront of history and modern original works
with an emphasis on bridging classical, theatrical
and historical context to contemporary cinema and
stage. Career highlights so far have been directing
his internationally screened and award winning
short film C’est Moi about the history MarieJosephe Angelique, working with Marie Clements
on her feature film Red Snow, Tattoo Cardinal on
an upcoming project and developing his first feature
film from George Elliot Clarke’s Beatrice Chancy.
He is also developing a documentary about his mixed
heritage Mixed↑ and a devised collective about
Canadian singer Portia White currently supported
in development by the OAC.
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JENNY BRIZARD is born of haitian heritage and started her professional
career after leaving her native city of montréal to travel to toronto. there
she discovered amazing choreographers such as siona jackson and linda
garneau who inspired her to pursue a career as a performer.
jenny then enrolled at randolph academy for the performing arts where she
studied dancing, acting and singing. in 2004, she joined ghislaine dote’s
virtuo danse company in montréal, and has been a member ever since. a true
performer at heart, some of her dancing and acting credits include
performing for cirque du soleil, best of broadway (Atlantic City, nj), gibson
muriva, nika stein, just for laughs festivals, black theatre
workshop and guys and dolls at the segal center (montréal).
film credits include ‘’playing doctor’’ by jasmynn banks, the short film “the
stall” by judith leconte.
tv credits include “class act” on life networks, and the tv show
“trauma” on radio-canada.
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